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INTRODUCTION 

 

Professor Douglas Mc Gregor, a house hold name in the world of professional managers, Will long be semembered for 

his Creative contribution of the art and science of management No wonder his monumental classic The Human side of 

the enterprise
1 

mark the watershed in the history of management movement dominated by the writings of his 

predecessors. Douglas Mc Gregar‟s celebrated classic the human side of the enterprise published in 1960, has been 

hailed as the most original and seminal book on industrial psychology in the two decades. Smaching all superstitions 

and procerbs about scientictic management . it seeks to answer the prenniel question whether successful managers and 

born or made: Facing the question quite squarely Mc Gregor wrote : It seems clear to me that the marking of managers, 

in so for as they are made, is only to a rather small degree to results  of management‟s formal efforts in management 

development. The main argument of this book (which is more popularly known for its two important suppositions 

called theory x and theory y) has been that „ the theoretical assumptions which the management hold about controlling 

its humen resources determine the whole character of the enterprise
2 

 

Theory X: The Corective Compulsions: 

Douglas Mc Gregor has been an astute student of human psychology and social behavuiour. His empirial researches in 

organizational conflicts and maladjustments in human relations led him to belive that control in human affairs can be 

viewed as an integration of human behaviour either through coercive compulsion or through motivational self-control. 

What Mc Gregor call his theory X is the traditional view of direction and control, which has been based on some of the 

assupmlions, implicit in the literature of organization and in much current managerial policy and practice According to 

Mc Gregor these remarkably pervasive traditional assumptions of theory X are:
3 

 

(i) The average human being has on inherent dislike of work and will avoid it, if he can. 

(ii) Hence most people must be corrected, controlled, dirtected threatened with punishment to get them to put 

forth adequate and effort towords the achievement of organizational objectives.  

(iii) The average human being prefers of to obisected, wishes to avoid responsibility, has relatively little 

ambition, wonts security above all. 

His  conclusion is that „so long as the assumptions of theory X continue to enfluence management 

strategy, we will fail to discover, let alone utilize the potentialities of the the average human being:
4
 

 

Theory Y: The Alternat Assumptions of  Integration and Self-Control :- 

It was Maslow who developed the theory of  hierarchy of  human needs.
5
 Looking positively in the area of  human 

needs and man‟s psychological quest for satisfaction of them as a wanting animal Mc Gregor formulates this theory Y 

which offers a number of attermate assumptions for the intergration of the individual and organizational gools. The 

assumptions of theory Y are.
6
  

 

(i) The expenditure of physical and mental effort in work is as natural as play or rest. 

(ii) Mass exercises, self direction and self-control in the services of the objectives to which he is committed. 

(iii) Commitment to objectives is a function of the rewards associated with there achievement. 

(iv) The average human being learns under proper conditions not only to accept but to seek responsibility. 

(v) The capacity to exescise a relatively high degree of creativitity, imagination and ingenuity in the solution of 

organizational problems is widely, not narrowly distributed in the population. 

 

The theory implies that if the employees are lazy, indifferent, us wiling to take respindibility, intensigent, uncreative, 

uncooperative, the couse lies in management‟s method of organization and control. The control principle implicit in the 

assumptions of theory y is that integration of behaviors is the key process in conditions conducive for the members to 
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achieve ther own goals best by directing their efforts towords the success of the enterprise douglas Mc Grogor call his 

theory y an open invitation to innovation. 
7
 it was a philosophy of managament  based on theoretical assumptions 

entirely consistent with theory Y. The two central features of the Scanlon Plan were:
8
  

 

(i) best reduction sharing and 

(ii) effective participation. Mc Gregar found that the provesbial task of selling refrigerators to Eskimas has 

been also easier in scalan companies rather them in of other companies sellieng traditional incentive plans 

or merit rating programmes. 

 

Clinten Golden once remarked that, “by and larg and over the long run, management gets the kind of labour relations it 

deserves.”
9
 Organization research demonstrater that Mc Gregor gets the kind of labour relations it was right when he 

stated that, “formal policies, programmes and procedures to be administered and in turn perceived by management 

reffect this managerical climate of human relationship.
10 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

The theory Y approach, according to Mc Gregor, stresses upon the team work at each level of organization. It further 

helps improving staff- line collaboration, which is a natural corollary of maximum utilisation of the contribution of all 

the available human or action strategies. If the human ride Enterprise resources in reaching the best decisions or 

problem solutions or action strategies if the human side interprise represents Douglas Mc Gregor‟s concers to educate 

future managers his last book The professional Manger.
11

 posthumously published, reflects his commitment towords 

developing the profession of management through bridging its goals, with the aims, values and methodology of 

behavioural science. Mc Gregor believed that the manager‟s view view the organizational reality exerts profound 

effects upon managerial acts. In Mc Grogor view the managerial cosmology should meaningfudly address itself to the 

understanding of the manager‟s behaviour his indentity and his role  perceptions of the industial organization.
12

 

 

While having a professional manager in his mind, Mc Gregor realized that emotional reactional reactions (to which 

most of the managers are vulnerable) interfere with the managerial perception of reality. He has argued that theory X 

and theory Y do not lie at extremes of the scale. In place of representing polar opposites they should be viewed as two 

different cosmologies.
13

 One of the major contributions of dauglas Mc Grogor to management science is his concept of 

transactional influence.
14

 His theories X and Y do not represent any neat categories of human behaviour or human 

relationship, rather, they are analytical tools of reference through which managerial behaviour can be analysed, 

studiesd, predicted, and still more, corrected in terms of changing social values and organisational goals.  
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